UPCOMING EDITORIAL & EVENTS CALENDAR 2019

8-9 FEB

POLITICO EU STUDIES FAIR – 20TH EDITION
📍 BRUSSELS

Join the largest educational and networking event in Europe focused on graduate and postgraduate programs in EU studies.

7-8 MAR

INTERNATIONAL WOMEN’S DAY
📍 BRUSSELS

Let’s celebrate women’s influence in Brussels with a cocktail reception on March 7, on the eve of International’s Women’s Day.

29 MAR

BREXIT, SPECIAL ISSUE OF THE PAPER

All you need to know as the U.K. leaves the EU in a special paper issue on March 28.

20-21 JUN

EUROPEAN COUNCIL MEETING
📍 BRUSSELS

Follow our reporters behind the scenes and get exclusive insights on the hidden power games through our live blog.

15-17 FEB

MUNICH SECURITY CONFERENCE
📍 MUNICH

With our live blog and special paper issue, we will be looking at an array of new global threats with the most prominent security experts at the leading annual conference.

18-19 MAR

POLITICO AI SUMMIT: INNOVATION & GOVERNANCE
📍 BRUSSELS

We welcome Artificial Intelligence leaders from across the globe and dedicate a special issue of the paper to the topic.

23-26 MAY

EUROPEAN ELECTIONS
📍 BRUSSELS

At POLITICO’s election night party on the 26th, we will give live commentary on the results as they unfold, analyzing voters’ decisions from across Europe.

27 JUN

POLITICO WOMEN RULE SUMMIT
📍 BRUSSELS

POLITICO hosts the annual stage for leading women championing key issues in politics, policy and business.

21 FEB

POLITICO FUTURE OF FINANCE SUMMIT
📍 PARIS

What will Europe’s next financial framework look like? Join industry’s top minds and European Policymakers for a dynamic discussion.

21-22 MAR

EUROPEAN COUNCIL MEETING
📍 BRUSSELS

Follow our reporters behind the scenes and get exclusive insights on the hidden power games through our live blog.

22-25 JAN

WORLD ECONOMIC FORUM ANNUAL MEETING
📍 DAVOS

Follow what happens in the exclusive global forum through our daily Davos Playbook, Podcast and Live Blog.

27 JUN

CLASS OF 2019, SPECIAL ISSUE OF THE PAPER

Get your hands on this special post-EU Elections issue. We will highlight the newly elected leaders who will rule and shape European policy for the coming years.

2 JUL

INAUGURAL PLENARY SESSIONS OF THE NEWLY-ELECTED PARLIAMENT
📍 STRASBOURG

POLITICO welcomes all the new MEPs to a reception party and presents its essential guide to Brussels.

CONTACT SALES@POLITICO.EU FOR SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES